INSULutions® DPE
Advanced, most cost-effective 100 percent cellulose insulating paper qualified for up to 140 °C Thermal Class in liquid-immersed transformers

Cellulose based insulation
Insulation materials (Transformerboard™, paper) and components of modern power and distribution transformers are made of 100 % cellulosic fibers. A system of these materials immersed in a mineral oil is an “industry proven” standard transformer insulation system recognized to be the most cost-effective and reliable option for these applications.

WEIDMANN has pioneered the development of specialized 100 % cellulose insulation materials, components and systems for transformers starting in 1920s and became the global leader in this technical market area. Even the commonly used
WEIDMANN continues to invest and innovate in technology for 100 % cellulose insulation materials: paper, board, and laminated board

DPE paper enhances the thermal stability, improves the dielectric characteristics, and facilitates faster drying and liquid impregnation rates while maintaining excellent mechanical properties for manufacturability

Figure 1. Sketch of layer type transformer winding

Figure 2. High speed strip insulation winding machine
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Cellulose insulating papers make up just 1% to 2% of the total transformer materials cost (Fig. 3). This gives the insulation papers a very high leveraged value when compared to the cost of other active transformer materials such as winding conductor and electrical steel. The paper performance has a significant impact on cost, weight, size and efficiency of the transformer. In addition, the characteristics of insulating paper also affect the cost and duration of key manufacturing processes including transformer dry-out and liquid impregnation.

The insulating paper aging rate defines the normal transformer life and other key transformer characteristics. More specifically:

- paper thermal rating defines the temperature limits of the transformer design
- paper dielectric properties define the size of the windings and the distances between the transformer parts
- paper mechanical properties are key for the successful production process and long term reliability in the field (short circuit strength)
- paper drying rate defines the cost and duration of the factory dry-out process, as well as a quality of the final product
- paper impregnation rate defines the duration of the liquid impregnation process and also significantly affects the quality

DPE paper has advanced properties delivering significant opportunities including transformer cost reduction as well as other improvements (Table 1).

DPE – 100% cellulose paper, the most cost-effective insulation option

DPE is a 100% cellulose paper which is produced using WEIDMANN proprietary technology and WEIDMANN proprietary manufacturing processes. DPE ‘engineered paper’ was developed to enhance the paper thermal stability, improve the dielectric characteristics, and facilitate faster drying and liquid impregnation rates while maintaining excellent mechanical properties for manufacturability.

WEIDMANN has a unique position in the industry with multiple paper machines strategically located in the USA and Europe that are specifically designed to manufacture only electrical grade papers. This provides the necessary redundancy to ensure un-interrupted supply of the papers. WEIDMANN’s new state-of-the-art paper machine in Urbana, Ohio USA (Fig. 4) produces papers with excellent sheet formation and mechanical strength (Fig. 5).

The major advantages of the 100% cellulose insulation include:

- renewable and environmentally sustainable natural product
- reliability has been industry proven
- most cost-effective option

The price point of DPE comes at a fraction of the cost of some of the non-cellulose materials that have been recently introduced to the industry. The small premium over traditional papers makes DPE an excellent option for broad scale applications (Fig. 6).

WEIDMANN has a unique position in the industry with multiple paper machines strategically located in the USA and Europe, which are specifically designed to manufacture only electrical grade papers.

Table 1. Advantages of DPE application compared to the standard paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DPE</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformer Materials Cost</td>
<td>↓↓ 9%*</td>
<td>↑↑ 9 %*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer Weight</td>
<td>↓↓ 5%*</td>
<td>↑↑ 5%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry-out Time</td>
<td>↓↓ 30%*</td>
<td>↑↑ 30%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Impregnation Time</td>
<td>↓↓ 25%*</td>
<td>↑↑ 25%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure Rate</td>
<td>↓↓ 30%*</td>
<td>↑↑ 30%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(‘data reported by transformer OEMs)
**DPE - increased thermal rating**

The thermal rating of insulating paper in insulating liquid defines the limit of the thermal design of the transformer. The application of the higher temperature materials opens several new opportunities for transformer designers and transformer end users. Some of these advantages include: longer transformer life, reduced initial and Total Ownership Cost, reduced transformer weight, increase of the kVA output in the same footprint and increased overload capability.

DPE paper has been thoroughly tested including over two years of carefully designed and executed aging experiments. These tests have been completed and confirmed that DPE paper ages slower and has a higher Thermal Class than the standard Kraft (K) and thermally upgraded Kraft (TUK) papers in both mineral oil and ester liquid. Table 2 and Table 3 present the results of the thermal aging analysis. Table 2 is based on the IEC standard requirements and Table 3 is based on IEEE standard requirements.

The price point of DPE comes at a fraction of the cost of some of the non-cellulose materials that have recently been introduced to the industry.

---

**Table 2. Thermal rating of DPE paper (based on IEC standard requirements)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation System</th>
<th>Insulating Material and Liquid</th>
<th>Transformer Average Winding Temperature Rise (AWR), K</th>
<th>Transformer Hot-Spot Temperature Rise, K</th>
<th>System Thermal Class, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry Proven System</strong></td>
<td>Kraft in mineral oil</td>
<td>65 / 70</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUK in mineral oil</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DPE System</strong></td>
<td>DPE in mineral oil</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPE in ester liquid*</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Testing of DPE in Envirotemp™FR3™ (Registered Trademarks of Cargill®) is ongoing and temperatures shown are based on the currently available WEIDMANN test data.
A series of sealed tube aging tests were conducted in accordance with the requirements of IEEE C57.100™-2011 "Standard Test Procedure for Thermal Evaluation of Insulating Systems for Liquid-Immersed Distribution and Power Transformers" (similar IEC test is IEC 62332-2 "Standard on Electrical Insulation Systems (EIS) - Thermal Evaluation of Combined Liquid and Solid Components - Part 2: Simplified Test"). The standards provide a methodology to assign the Temperature Index of the new insulation system based on the data derived from the testing of the "industry proven system" and new system. TUK in mineral oil was tested as the "industry proven system" and DPE in mineral oil and natural ester liquid were tested as the new systems. The TUK material for the aging tests was carefully selected to correctly represent the "industry proven system".

WEIDMANN performed six different aging experiments including three full-term and three short-term studies. To ensure the accuracy and repeatability of the results, duplicate papers were produced by two different WEIDMANN paper facilities and tested in two separate WEIDMANN R&D Centers.

Based on the test results, the DPE paper life curve has been obtained (Fig. 7) and the Temperature Index and Thermal Class were assigned (Table 2 and 3). WEIDMANN DPE has Thermal Class of 130 °C in mineral oil (25 °C higher than Kraft paper and 10 °C higher than thermally upgraded Kraft paper) and 140 °C in natural ester liquid. Recently published IEC [2] and IEEE [3] Standards provide general background information supporting the application of high temperature insulation systems in liquid-immersed transformers.

**DPE – faster drying rate**

The engineered composition and unique manufacturing process for DPE paper resulted in lower initial moisture content and accelerated rate of the moisture removal during the transformer dry-out process when compared to the currently used standard Kraft papers.

Faster drying properties of DPE papers were proven and quantified using four different methods to study moisture dynamics in DPE and transformers that utilized this paper as the layer insulation:

- laboratory dry-out rate test on the samples of the paper using gravimetric analysis
- laboratory paper sorption-desorption isotherms measurement using sorption analyzer by proUmid GmbH & Co. KG
- dry-out rate study on the full size coils in the large drying chamber performed by Hedrich GmbH
- studies of the factory dry-out process of the assembled transformers in four different transformer OEMs

All studies consistently demonstrated that transformers utilizing DPE paper are dried-out between 20 % and 30 % faster when compared to standard Kraft papers. Fig. 8 represents a study of an actual factory drying process for a 50 kVA transformer, where dryness of the transformer insulation was measured during the entire drying cycle utilizing an actual OEM drying oven. Insulation Dissipation Factor (DF) was used as a measurement parameter of dryness (its expressed in per unit (p.u.) values on the graph, where unity being the initial DF before drying process). In this specific example, the transformer with DPE paper reaches acceptable level of moisture content 22 % faster than the transformer with standard Kraft paper.

The faster drying rate of DPE provides a very good opportunity for factory dry-out
All studies consistently demonstrated that transformers utilizing DPE paper are dried-out between 20% and 30% faster when compared to standard Kraft papers.

**DPE – faster liquid impregnation rate**

Transformer impregnation with the insulating liquid has a significant impact on manufacturing cycle time. The rate of the impregnation of the insulating material is a function of the material’s rate of liquid absorption, liquid temperature and process pressure (impregnation under vacuum or at ambient atmospheric pressure), etc.

DPE paper has a significantly faster rate of impregnation compared to the standard Kraft paper in both mineral oil and higher viscosity ester liquids. Fig. 9 summarizes the results of the impregnation study where the rate of migration of oil in the paper machine direction (MD) was measured for two papers under vacuum for mineral oil and Envirotemp® FR3™ natural ester liquid.

DPEs’ faster impregnation rate reduces production processing time and supports savings associated with reduced cycle times. Improved impregnation is especially important and beneficial for applications in ester liquids where their higher viscosities require longer time to impregnate.

**Improved liquid impregnation is especially important and beneficial for applications in ester liquids where their higher viscosities require longer time to impregnate**

**DPE – superior dielectric characteristics**

A selection of a paper that allows for the optimization of the transformer dielectric design was one of the major objectives of the DPE development process. In order to compare different papers, a special test setup was designed to simulate the electrical stresses of the layer insulation of distribution transformers and to conduct the series of tests using AC voltage, partial discharge (PD) measurements and impulse voltage. Seventeen different grades of cellulose papers were studied: different fiber composition, density (0.8 – 1.1 g/cm³), elongation (2% – 50%), thickness of individual paper layers from 0.038 mm to 0.38 mm (1.5 mil – 15 mil), combinations of the multiple layers to the total sample thickness from 0.038 mm – 3.8 mm (1.5 mil – 150 mil), thermally upgraded and non-thermally upgraded papers, epoxy dot coated papers and non-coated. A total of 1350 different paper samples were tested in this test series.

DPE paper demonstrated the best overall dielectric performance in this extensive study. Consequently, a complete transformer insulation design methodology was developed based on the DPE dielectric criteria. Application of this methodology to a broad range of transformers confirmed the possibility of an optimized transformer design with a significant material and cost savings (Table 1). WEIDMANN supports its customers in the application of DPE in the insulation design of their transformers.

![Figure 8. Results of dry-out study of transformers with DPE and standard Kraft papers](https://www.transformers-magazine.com)

![Figure 9. Results of study of liquid impregnation rate of DPE and standard Kraft paper (0.254 mm / 10 mil paper in machine direction MD)](https://www.transformers-magazine.com)
A complete transformer insulation design methodology was developed based on the DPE dielectric criteria

DPE – excellent mechanical properties

Robust mechanical performance is a prerequisite for the application as transformer layer insulation, where the material is subjected to multi-directional mechanical forces during production of the windings and long term operation in the field.

Unique manufacturing processes preserve the inherent mechanical performance of the cellulosic fibers that results in the excellent mechanical properties of DPE. For example, the tensile strength of DPE is significantly higher than some non-cellulose materials recently proposed for the application in the high temperature transformers (Fig. 10). DPE paper received very favorable comments from the OEM’s winding machine operators on the paper performance during the winding process. A special version of DPE paper with increased Tensile Energy Absorption (TEA) for the high speed strip insulation winding machines (Fig. 2) is also available.

DPE paper has a blue color (Fig. 11) and is easily distinguishable from other insulating papers. A thorough DPE oil compatibility test, in accordance to ASTM D 3455 standard [4], has been performed several times in both mineral oil and ester liquid. DPE paper passed the standard acceptance criteria (interfacial tension, neutralization number, dielectric strength, dissipation factor), all with good margins. This confirms that DPE is acceptable for application in both mineral oil and ester liquid. One transformer OEM has also performed the oil compatibility test on the transformer with DPE one year after the transformer production and reported a complete compliance with the requirements.

Opportunities and examples of application

The set of advanced characteristics of DPE paper has been proven to provide an array of opportunities for transformer cost savings, efficiency increase, life extension, overload capability increase, quality improvement and failure rate reduction. DPE paper can be successfully and economically used for both standard thermal rated and higher thermal rated transformers in both mineral oil and ester liquids. DPE is very cost effective with just a small premium over standard Kraft Paper (Fig. 6).

Increased thermal rating and advanced dielectric properties of DPE give transformer OEMs several options on how to take advantage of these characteristics: the transformer can be designed as a high temperature transformer with the standard insulation design criteria or as a standard temperature transformer with the DPE insulation design criteria. Another option is to combine both the advantages of the higher temperature and superior DPE insulation design. In many cases, a simple substitution of the standard Kraft paper to DPE paper can result in significant savings.

Here are some possible options of DPE applications in both mineral oil and ester liquids, depending on the requirements of the transformer OEM and End User:

- smaller, lighter and reduced cost transformers (one of the specific purposes can be to offset the size, weight and cost increase associated with the higher efficiency transformers compliant with the new efficiency regulations, for example, US Department of Energy new 2016 distribution transformers efficiency rules; European EcoDesign regulation, especially the next 2021 level; Chinese standardized S11-S13 levels for the higher efficiency transformers, etc.)

- increase kVA rating of the transformer in the same footprint (an attractive solution to cope with an increased energy demand in the space-limited urban environment)

- extend the expected life of a transformer - the increased thermal rating of DPE paper results in slower aging of the insulation; the utility assets amortization can be spread over the longer life of the equipment

- utilize the higher overload capability of the transformer with DPE. It is generally recognized that every 10 °C
Advanced characteristics of DPE provide opportunities for transformer cost savings, efficiency increase, life extension, overload capability increase, quality improvement and failure rate reduction.

- multiple-rating transformer can be designed with mineral oil or ester liquids based on the higher thermal rating of the DPE paper, for example 55℃/65℃, 65℃/75℃, etc. This concept can be used for installation of smaller kVA transformers with variable load or for increasing the transformer kVA rating in the same footprint; the concept can also provide an opportunity for transformer loss optimization and efficiency increase.
- increased reliability in demanding applications such as industrial, network, underground and submersible transformers, transformers for the alternative energy generation systems, liquid-immersed transformers for indoor installation as well as traction, mobile transformers and step-up voltage regulators.
- faster liquid impregnation and higher temperature rating of DPE paper make it an obvious choice for application in transformers with ester liquids (material savings, failure rate reduction, high temperature transformers design, etc.).
- improve economics, efficiency and quality of the moisture dry-out and liquid impregnation manufacturing processes.
- reduce overall failure rate in the factory test and in the field.

Series and prototype transformers for different applications are produced with DPE insulation by transformer manufacturers in various regions around the world (for example, Fig. 12 and 13).

**Conclusion**

The development of WEIDMANN DPE paper fulfills the market need in the advancement of 100% cellulose insulating materials for transformers. The cost effective material (a fraction of the cost of non-cellulose materials) is proposed for improving both standard thermal rating and higher thermal rating transformers in both mineral oil and ester liquids.

The unique combination of higher thermal rating, faster drying and faster liquid impregnation rate, advanced dielectric performance and excellent mechanical properties have been proven to provide a spectrum of opportunities for transformer cost savings. DPE delivers the OEM and End User cost effective solutions, longer transformer life, higher overload capability, quality improvement and lower failure rates.
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In many cases, a simple substitution of the standard Kraft paper to DPE paper can result in significant savings.
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Figure 12. 1000 kVA / 24 kV prototype transformer, Končar D&ST, Croatia

Figure 13. 75 kVA / 95 kV BIL transformers, MAGNETRON S.A.S, Colombia